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CHAPTER III 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

1) Data collection method 

The data collection is done by examining the direct Contacting friends or 

people concerned with Different languages, tribes, and characteristic of each 

culture. In three of the Indigenous Territory Namely: 

1) HA Anim region 

2) MEPAGO region 

3) LAPAGO region. 

And before investigators interviews with friends or the people concerned in 

advance of researchers together with friends in interviews agreed day, place 

the date and hours of interviews so as not annoyed with personal activities. 

During an interview in the interview takes them was only 15 to 30 minutes, 

the researchers also asked the drawings for the project reports Supports 

website. 

        

2) Data analysis 

 Analyzing data related to data in the United States will affect the data loss. 

The data collected in the database has been used by the figure for the purpose 

of sending the name of Suku, Bahasa, Budaya, Sanya Tari, and Makanan 

Khas di tiga wilayah adat. If you have any questions about this topic, please 

contact us at the following link: 

1) Coast. 

2) highlands 

The author will explain some differences can source an interview during the 

interview occurred from sources that tribe, language, culture, dance and 

typical food of the two groups above that coastal and mountain 
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A) Analysis of one example of the English coast. 

1. Abinomn Foya means bon appetite 

2. Aiyara song means a greeting for everyone 

3. Airo Sumaghghe means berisalam for women 

B) Language sample analysis of the mountains. 

1. Kinaonak means congratulated for everyone 

2. Ninowea, Ninagawan means answering create chieftain 

3. Laggo lariak, means that the cook-indigenous cuisine 

C) Analysis of the Coastal tribes. 

1. Kamoro 

2. asmat 

3. jumamaris 

D) Analysis of the tribe from the mountains 

1. dani 

2. jali 

3. nduga 

E) Analysis Name of the Coastal Dance 

1. Pangul sagu 

2. yospan 

3. wayase 

F) Analysis Name Dance from the mountains 

1. Wisisi. means dance in place in coal-events during the day 

2. Tenggen goriak. This means that exchange during the opening night 

Gelan burn stone 

3. besec 

G) Analysis of food typical of the Coastal 

1. sagu 

2. ikan cakalan 

3. ulat sagu 

4. coconut forest 
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H) Analysis of typical food from the mountains 

1. taro 

2. yam 

3. woromo 

after all the analysis and comparison between the coast and the mountains of 

the report's authors make the project one of the web project so that all that 

information could be posted on the web so that the public can know. 

 

3) web Design 

Designing a web project consists of seven main pages Home, propyl, 

counties, languages, tribes, dance and traditional foods. The main page is 

Home to show the main page. The second page to display a profile making of 

the project, the third page for displaying a list of districts, to the four pages to 

display the language list, a page to display the list of five to tribes, to six 

pages to display the art of dance and the seventh page to display the typical 

food. All information presented on the project web culture aims to allow 

visitors to share information with the wider community. 

 

4) interface design 

interface design is the stage where the design of the system that has been 

prepared later shown to be the interface between users and the system. 
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5) Design Menu 

Design Menu  Home on the project's. 

 

figure 1. 2 main menu view website 

 

6) The design of the main menu 

is the main menu for diners where there are multiple menu pages among Top 

Home, propyl, counties, language, tribe, dance, and Foods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 3 is the main menu design project website 

 

SISTEM INFORMASI POTENSI BUDAYA PAPUA BERBASIS WEB 

Home Propil Kabupaten Bahasa Suku Seni 
Makanan 

Khas 

  

Gambar 

  

Text 
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